
EPA is responding to current and future 
climate change impacts on coastal  
salt marshes by helping develop  a  
Climate-change Adaptation Strategy. 



Partners, stakeholders, and decision-makers 
Stakeholders Roles of Partners 
US Fish and Wildlife Service.  
Lead organization 

Leadership and oversight; monitoring and assessment 

RI Dept. Environmental 
Management. 

Water quality and marine fisheries; Permitting 

Coastal Resource Management 
Council 

Permitting & legal responsibility; Policy questions 

Army Corp Engineers Technical expertise on marsh restoration and dredging actions 

US EPA Provide technical support on multiple stressor impacts, marsh 
ecology, and marsh monitoring 

The Nature Conservancy Conduct and monitor living shoreline work; Provide Narrow River 
results of SLAMM (version 6.1) 

Narragansett Bay Estuarine Reserve Sponsor for dredging program, monitoring 

The Norman Bird Sanctuary Land surveys for birds 

University of Rhode Island Assist in developing monitoring and evaluation of techniques 

Save the Bay Runnel development, monitoring salt marsh conditions  
(vegetation, soil, landscape) 

Audubon Society of Rhode Island Monitoring, habitat restoration expertise 

NOAA Restoration actions; Protection of essential fish habitat 

Local Towns General assistance, equipment use, permitting 

Center for Ecosystem Restoration Facilitator and organizer of stakeholder meetings 

Permitting & legal responsibility; Policy questions 

Leadership and oversight; 
Lead organization 

permitting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was important to get the right people with the right experience working on the project. In particular as I mentioned earlier we had strong leadership, a facilitator and equally important the folks responsible for permitting and policy in the room from the beginning of the project. Here you can see the diversity of the key partners of the project.



Symptoms of Sea Level Rise:  
Eroding shorelines, interior ponding,  
marsh plain dieback & tidal channel expansion 
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Narrow River, RI marsh ponding 

1939 2011 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Symptom of SLR – interior ponding and coalescing of ponds.  This site is Pettaquamscutt Cove part of the Narrow River Estuary. This site and others in the Narrow River are areas where the US FWS and other partners are employing climate-adaptation actions to build coastal resiliency. I will talk about these actions in more detail at the end of my talk. 



Stakeholders were concerned about : 
 
1. Salt marsh sparrow nesting habitat 
 
2. Flood abatement 
 
3. Water quality maintenance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These changes in the high marsh landscape are having negative effects on the habitat availability for bird specialists like the salt marsh sparrow (Ammodramus caudacutus).



Climate-change Adaptation Strategy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we propose a modified adaptive management strategy usually used for restoration efforts as a climate-change adaptation strategy. An important first step in the climate-change adaptation strategy is the organization of the stakeholders. In our example, The US FWS had received substantial funds from the Dept of Interior to build coastal resiliency after superstorm Sandy. US FWS provided strong leadership in organizing stakeholders and hired a facilitator to run the stakeholder meetings. The partners included scientists, policy makers, and equally important the agencies that provide the permitting for taking actions in the estuary. At the meetings as stated here we defined goals and discussed potential actions and monitoring approaches. Vulnerability assessments were done, and it was agreed that when possible an experimental approach, that is before, after, control and reference data collected at each site where an action would take place. The iterative approach would allow for corrective actions if performance metrics or target were not met.



Build shoreline resistance:  
Install coir logs and oyster shell bags (led by TNC) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, I will share some of the ongoing and proposed climate-change adaptation actions for the Narrow River project. This is coined a living shoreline and pictured here is Stephen Brown representing TNC and a student setting bags of oyster shell and coir logs to build shoreline resistance.Basically, in the climate-change adaptation strategy, one can take action to build resistance, build resilience, or enable transformation.Whenever possible we incorporated an experimental component into adaptive actions. In this case Steve Brown at the time representing TNC is working with a graduate student who will compare these living shoreline responses with reference areas where there was no actions.



Increase system resilience: 
Restore hydrology and drainage 
with creation of sinuous creeks 
(led by Prudence Island NERR) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see proposed activities of restoring hydrology to high marsh impounded areas by creating sinuous creeks. This action would provide resilience as the high marsh could drain and creek waters could carry sediments to the high marsh.Again, it is proposed to use a BACI approach whenever hydrology and drainage are altered.



Increase system resilience: Restore hydrology 
and drainage of the high marsh by hand digging 
small creeks (runnels), (led by Save the Bay) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here Save the Bay is building small creeks called runnels to drain interior ponds by connecting these areas to existing creeks or ditches that are draining properly.



Increase system resilience: Thin layer sediment 
application to increase high marsh elevation,  
(plans under development, US FWS and CRMC) 

Frame et al. 2006 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under development is a proposal to used dredged river sediments to build elevation in the high marsh and to construct marsh islands. These sediments would be generated from dredging of channels and would earlier be used for beach nourishment, but now are proposed to be used for climate-adaptation actions in the narrow River marsh system.



Enable marsh transition: facilitate upland migration 
of marsh; removal of barriers, acquisition of lands  
(led by US FWS, TNC, & Save the Bay) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most forward looking approaches is to facilitate upland migration of the marsh by removing barriers and acquiring lands adjacent to current marshes. Lands are identified using various models such as the SLAMM model can incorporate marsh elevation, predicted accretion levels, and land cover data. Sea level affecting marsh model.
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